
 

 

Issue 10 

Trump’s Ultimate ‘Deep Fake’ 

• October 16th, 2019 – CNN piece on Moody’s Analytics Forecast  

o Predicts Trump will win re-election with anywhere from 320-332 

electoral votes based on 3 factors: Personal finance, Stock 

Market, and Unemployment 

• September 13, 2020 – Trump Campaign Speech in Nevada 

o Trump proclaims (partially tongue in cheek) “We’re gonna win 4 

more years in the White House and after that we’ll negotiate 

because based on the way we were treated we’re probably 

entitled to another 4 after that.” 

o He goes on in the same speech to proclaim, “The democrats 

are going to steal this election because it’s the only way they 

can win.” 



So over the course of approximately 1 year we went from Trump’s enemies 

saying basically ‘there’s no way he loses’ to the candidate himself 

repeatedly saying ‘the democrats are prepping for the great steal’.  

Fast forward 5 plus months post-election and where do we stand? But 

before answering that I’d like to take a stab at…. a journey if you will 

around Donald Trump’s war room table dating back to the first quarter of 

2020. Because if we’re being honest, we would have to agree that this is all 

still so surreal and so nonsensical that in order to understand what has and 

is going on requires an explanation that stays in line with what we know 

about Donald Trump.  

1. He will not fight a war he cannot win. 

2. He is the best political counterpuncher possibly in history. 

Keep those two simple but power attributes in mind while we take a 

conversational journey with Donald Trump and his absolute closest advisor; 

probably someone we have not and may never know. So for today let’s call 

him Dr. Real. 

Mid-January 2020: 

Dr. Real  -  “This Coronavirus thing seems odd. Very odd.” 

Trump  -  “It seems odd because it’s not real. It’s Russia collusion on 

steroids.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Not real? In what sense?” 

Trump  -  “I mean in the sense that it doesn’t exist. Proclaiming something 

as real is the easy part because they are betting that people will never vet 

the facts. That my friend is a good bet.” 



Dr. Real  -  “So what is the end game?” 

Trump  -  “Not sure yet. Let’s reconvene in mid-March.” 

 

 

 

Mid-March 2020: 

Dr. Real  -  “These stay at home orders were predictable. Surprise, 

Surprise, California, Illinois, New Jersey, and New York are first up.” 

Trump  -  “But our territory won’t be far behind. Short of nuclear war, they 

picked the #1 topic to get people onboard. This is not winnable.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Not winnable?” 

Trump  -  “They have their candidate and he’ll be official in July or August. 

We will lose.” 

Dr. Real  -  “What? What the hell are you talking about?” 

Trump  -  “We will lose. We have to turn their war into our battle.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Are you kidding me?” 

Trump  -  “Nope. Just keep thinking about the war and we’ll talk in June.” 

 

June 2020: 

Dr. Real  -  “This mail-in ballot narrative is genius. Is that how you get him 

where he needs to be.” 



Trump  -  “Oh God no. That’s way too big of a lift. This must be electronic.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Do you think they still believe you have this in the bag?” 

Trump  -  “Even more so. These rallies are freaking mind-boggling even by 

my standards. I’ll bet the Biden camp has us 10-15 percentage points 

ahead.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Don’t get me wrong, I have all the confidence in the world but 

this is some serious shit we’re getting ready to pull off.” 

Trump  -  “Actually, not really. We’ve been planning this since the EO of 

2018. But COVID forced our hand. So instead of seizing the infrastructure 

to gain back what was stolen we now manipulate the infrastructure to give 

them what they never wanted.” 

Dr. Real  -  “So losing is winning? So how does this play out?” 

Trump  -  “Exactly as planned. I’ve always kept a powerful verse close at 

hand. I was directed to it by Pastor David Jeremiah. It’s 2 Peter 2:9 - Then 

the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from trials, and to keep the 

unrighteous under punishment until the day of judgment.” 

Dr. Real  -  “Wow, that is powerful.” When do we talk again. 

Trump  -  “Let’s talk again on the other side in March when this thing begins 

unraveling. Are you ready for this?” 

Dr. Real  -  “Do I have a choice?” 

Trump  -  “Don’t treat the battle like the war. Either we win this battle or we 

win the war. Which is it?” 

Dr. Real  -  “Gimme the war.” 



There you have it.  Trump knew what was coming if he won. A second term 

crippled by a fake pandemic and even worse economic destruction. So, he 

simply said, “I’ll take your fake pandemic and raise you one fake vaccine, 

one thrown election, and a fake insurrection. Because I don’t win battles, I 

win wars. By the way, thanks for the 3rd term. I was just joking about that.”  

There is so much more I could say about how I think he executed this 

masterful plan but that could take the whole night. 

So what is the enemy now left with?  

• A pandemic that can’t be used as a weapon in a Trump 2nd term. 

• A candidate and now President they never wanted or expected to 

occupy the White House. 

• An entire country that does not believe a single word they say. 

• Policies that nobody wants with an administration unable to 

implement them. 

• A now former President clearly operating a not-so-shadow 

government. 

To me, this must be the only explanation. Every other explanation has 

Trump betraying one or both of those two key principles of ‘fighting only 

wars you can win’ and ‘knowing how to counterpunch’. 

This was Trump doing what none of his enemies are good at, this is Trump 

playing the long game. 

Are you ready to ‘Make America Great Again……Again?” 

 

 


